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Abstract
Online newspapers (and other spaces) are increasingly seeking to utilise user-generated
content alongside professionally developed material. However, this might leave web-
sites increasingly vulnerable to trolls, who work to disrupt online communications in
online spaces. Such behaviour can have serious consequences both in peoples online
and oﬄine lives, and for the development of coherent online communities. One means
of controlling is through the manipulation of the online space to create social norms of
polite behaviour through the founding of ‘imagined communities’ online.
Approaching the issue from a discursive psychological perspective, this paper draws
upon comments published in two online British newspaper comment sections respond-
ing to the publication of an academic article on trolling. Imagined communities are
shown to arise irrespective of the presence of the virtual infrastructure to support the
development of these imagined communities.
Key features of imagined communities identified here are: individuation (as op-
posed to deindividuation); mutual influence between posters; shared history for both
the users and the online space; the use of humour to cement social bonds. Analysis
also revealed tensions in posters understanding of online and oﬄine behaviours.
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This research holds implications for understanding online spaces, and the interac-
tions between users within these spaces.
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1. Introduction & background
1.1. The act of trolling
The act of ‘trolling’ is generally defined as being a negative online behaviour in-
tended to disrupt online communications, aggravate internet users and draw individuals
into fruitless debates (Binns, 2012; Bishop, 2012; Shachaf & Hara, 2010).5
Increasing numbers of businesses are depending upon user-generated content within
their business model. User generated content is essential for the sustenance of net-
working sites (Agichtein et al., 2008), has become integral to the tourism industry
(O’Connor, 2008), and has been shown to impact positively upon music sales (Dhar
& Chang, 2009). Online newspapers too are moving towards greater integration and10
interactivity with their readership in seeking to utilise user-generated content alongside
their professionally developed material (Hermida & Thurman, 2008; Thurman, 2008).
Perversely, where trolls successfully spark controversy and outrage, they may drive
traffic (and thus revenue) towards a given website, encouraging ‘debate’ as ever more
posters are drawn into fruitless debate (MacKinnon & Zuckerman, 2012).15
Yet negative consequences of trolling abound. At its most benign, trolling might
simply present an irritation which internet users can ignore (‘don’t feed the trolls’ –
Bergstrom, 2011; Binns, 2012). More severe consequences might include the disrup-
tion of the online space such that an established userbase or readership cannot develop,
or a developed community dissipates (Binns, 2012).20
Trolling however may have more serious consequences in individuals off-line life.
Trolling and cyberbullying has been associated with an increased risk of self-harm and
suicidal ideation, for example (Bauman et al., 2013; Hinduja & Patchin, 2010).
Recognising the harmful nature of trolling, governments increasingly seek to im-
pose legislative bans on trolling. Such legislative interventions seek to send the mes-25
sage that the mainstay of trolling tactics – deliberately racist, sexist, religiously intol-
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erant, disablist or sexually intolerant speech – are not longer to be tolerated online.
Those falling foul of the law could find themselves facing large fines, or incarceration
alongside gaining a criminal record (Adams, 2015; Bishop, 2013a; Butler et al., 2009;
Select Committee on Communications, 2014).30
1.2. The personality of trolls
Researchers are interested in who, how and why people engage in such disruptive
online behaviours. One account of both trolls and trolling is that it is motivated by
negative personality traits and characteristics. Buckels et al. (2014) conducted an on-
line survey of over 1,200 participants measuring a variety of self-reported personality35
traits, along side participants self-reported enjoyment of engaging in online trolling ac-
tivities. The authors report positive correlations between the characteristics of sadism,
psychopathy, and Machiavellianism. From this, Buckels et al. conclude that trolling
represents a form of ‘everyday sadism’
Similarly, drawing upon an interview conducted with a self-reported internet troll,40
Bishop (2013b) reports egocentrism; the need to boost self-esteem, the feeling of
power, and callousness as key personality factors which contribute to disruptive on-
line behaviours. ‘Callousness’, as defined by Bishop can be understood as analogous
to the notion of ‘sadism’, as described by Buckels et al.. Bishop goes as far as to link
trolling with anti-social personality disorder, as defined by the fourth edition of the45
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychological Association.
1.3. The circumstance of trolls
Trolling may however not be a feature of deviant personality alone. It may also
be influenced by a sense of online anonymity (Bishop, 2014; Shin, 2008; Suler, 2004),
leading to a sense of deindividuation (Bishop, 2013b). While greater deindividuation50
has been shown to be positively associated with membership of online communities
Mikal et al. (2015), it is also linked to greater self-disclosure and the emergence of
counter-normative behaviours (Bishop, 2013b). When deindividuated, individuals are
known to engage in aggressively antisocial behaviours with little regard for the conse-
quences for themselves or for others (Ayal & Gino, 2012; Kim & Park, 2011).55
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Conversely, Cho & Acquisti (2013) argue that greater identifiability of individuals
serves to moderate undesirable behaviour. Users to online newspapers were found to be
more likely to post offensive messages when they could do so anonymously. However,
while requiring individuals to post messages under their real names decreased antiso-
cial activity, it was also found to decrease interaction on the websites – it provided an60
obstacle to the growth of the online space, and the formation of an online community.
Maintaining an individuals status and identity markers in an online environment then
may serve to remind posters of whom they are, and how they relate to other members
of the online space (Hogg et al., 2004). This in turn serves to preserve their sense of
self-regulation.65
1.4. Imagined communities
Many online spaces do not necessarily cultivate a sense of anonymity. Websites
which draw upon user-generated content, such as social networking sites, instead in-
vite users to imbue their pages with a sense of their personality and to establish per-
sonal connections with other online individuals. Following this approach, visitors to70
these websites can get a sense of whom the curator of that content is. Furthermore,
some online newspapers require users to post comments under their real names, as op-
posed to using pseudonyms (Cho & Acquisti, 2013). Requiring users to use their real
name, or requiring them to reveal their character when posting online may be argued
to compromise the posters sense of anonymity.75
Social networking sites expressly intend to act as community building services,
focusing explicitly upon virtual networking, and leading directly to the formation of
imagined communities (Acquisti & Gross, 2006). Microblogging sites such as Twitter
have also been shown to be capable of forming imagined communities. This is despite
such platforms being of an asymmetric nature, insofar as there is no need for reciprocity80
and interaction between platform members (Gruzd et al., 2011).
Given opportunity to interact, people will seek to form communities of like-minded
individuals. The internet allows people to interact without ever meeting, and increas-
ingly provides the tools necessary for people to form communities without actually
being co-located. This may be explored and explained through the notion of ‘imagined85
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communities’ – the forging of (new) societies and communities through emphasising
arbitrary commonalities within groups (Anderson, 2004).
Imagined communities may provide a redress to the problem of trolling. Through
the establishment of such communities, positive social norms of online behaviour can
also be established. Members of the imagined community, as part of the ingroup,90
would be expected to conform to these standards of behaviour Binns (2012); Bishop
(2012). Such norms could be further reinforced by ‘community policing’, in the form
of moderators working to remove undesirable elements from the online space (Lampe
et al., 2014). As deindividuation is positively associated with group identification,
norms established by the imagined community may help to strengthen the prosocial95
behaviours exhibited online (Mikal et al., 2015).
Gruzd et al. (2011) argues that imagined communities, in an online context, should
also encompass elements of the ‘virtual settlement’ (Jones, 1997) and ‘sense of com-
munity’ (SoC) (McMillan & Chavis, 1986).
In order for an online space to constitute a virtual settlement, it must facilitate100
interactivity between more than two members. This interactivity should ideally take
place in a common, public area where members can meet and interact. There should
also be a sense of sustained membership over time – a common history for the group
and its members. Taken on it’s own however, it does not necessarily imply the existence
of a community.105
The SoC includes a number of features which, when identified in the virtual set-
tlements, may be taken to indicate the presence of a stable community. Communities
should include a sense of membership – evidence of there being an ingroup to whom
posters belong, and an outgroup to whom posters do not belong. Posters should also
display the ability to exert influence over each other – to argue, debate provoke and110
react to each other. Community members should also be able to provide support for,
and be supported by, other community members and to demonstrate a shared emo-
tional connection. Finally, there should once again be a sense of there being a common
history between members of the online space (McMillan & Chavis, 1986).
How frequently do imagined communities emerge online? Do they only arise when115
foundations are explicitly laid (as is the case on social networking sites), or might imag-
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ined communities arise whenever interactions between individuals occur, as suggested
by the case of Twitter? The present paper contends that imagined communities may
arise in any online space where two or more individuals can interact with each other,
irrespective of the presence of the virtual infrastructure to support the development of120
these imagined communities.
The analysis presented here will focus on an unlikely site for the emergence of
imagined communities – online newspaper comment threads in the wake of the publi-
cation of Buckels et al. (2014) paper on the personality characteristics of trolls. News-
paper comment threads may be considered unlikely places for imagined communities125
to emerge, as there is no formal means in place for users to connect with each other.
Despite its asymmetric nature, even Twitter allows users to influence and interact with
each other by either following or ‘retweeting’ what other users have said, thus allow-
ing for social bonds, connections and influence to develop (Gruzd et al., 2011). The
purpose of online newspaper comment threads however is simply for readers to post a130
response to the article hosted by the newspaper. There is no necessary role of mem-
bership with or affiliation to the newspaper. Posters do not necessarily register an
account and build a profile to post a comment. Posters do not necessarily have to fol-
low, retweet, friend, like or even acknowledge any other users contributions to the site
if they do not wish to. As such, posters can act in a truly anonymous, deindividuated135
manner. Posters have no reason to hold any personal investment in the website, its
content or its readership.
Trolling has been theorised as being facilitated by the twin factors of personality
and anonymity. Online trolls have been demonstrated to have a specific set of personal-
ity traits which lend themselves to online misbehaviour (Bishop, 2012; Buckels et al.,140
2014). Further, online anonymity is thought to facilitate online misbehaviour, by re-
moving internet users sense of individuality, culpability, and accountability. However,
this literature review demonstrates that the internet is not necessarily conducive to the
emergence of anonymity and deindividuation, thought to be necessary for the mani-
festation of trollish behaviours. Rather, the internet is conducive to the emergence of145
online communities which serve to identify and make accountable internet users.
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1.5. Research question
Two British newspapers will form the focus of the data collection – a tabloid news-
paper (the Register) and a broadsheet (the Independent). These newspapers are chosen
because they met the inclusion criteria, outlined in the method section, below. The anal-150
ysis will present four major themes identified within participants online talk concerning
the nature of trolling. These themes are: That trolls (and others) are not deindividuated;
the presence of mutual influence; the use of humour; and a division between the online
and oﬄine worlds. Together, these themes indicate the presence of an imagined com-
munity – a collection of like-minded individuals separate from each other yet acting as155
if they are connected.
The analysis which follows will explore each of these themes in detail. It will show
how themes interlink, and display upon other related notions through to be important
for the establishment of imagined communities. This paper explores the nature of in-
teractions between users of an online space, where there is no necessary connection160
between those users. This paper aims to demonstrate that even without a formal infras-
tructure to support the formation of communities, users of a given online space will
still seek to join with like-minded individuals to establish an imagined community.
2. Method
2.1. Data Selection165
Data for this project follows the procedure described by Coles & West (In press).
Data collected was not elicited for the study, but rather represents a ‘naturalistic record’
(Griffin, 2007; Potter & Hepburn, 2007), drawn from online newspapers in response to
the publication of the journal article ‘Trolls just want to have fun’ (Buckels et al., 2014).
The British Psychological Society ethical guidelines state that behaviours enacted in a170
public space, where individuals do not hold a reasonable expectation of privacy do
not require consent from participants (Ethics Committee of the British Psychological
Society, 2009). As this data is drawn from publicly available online comment threads
which do not require membership to view, it was deemed to meet this ethical standard.
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Data is presented here with the usernames which posters originally published their175
comments under, and follows the same capitalisation used by those posters. The de-
cision was taken not to change these usernames in order to protect the identities of
posters, as a simple internet search based upon the extracts presented here reveals the
posts online.
2.1.1. Inclusion criteria180
Data was found via an online search using a well known internet search engine. The
title of the article by Buckels et al. (2014) was used as the search query. The search
was conducted on the 20th of March, 2014. Fifteen potential sources were returned in
total. However, for this study data was only included if more than five comments were
posted to an online newspapers comment section. These restrictions resulted in two185
sources being selected – the online British broadsheet newspaper the Independent and
the online British technology-focused tabloid newspaper the Register.
Table one, below, shows the number of posters on each website, the number of
posts made and the average number of posts for each user.
Activity The Independent The Register
n Posters 059 041
n Posts 128 070
M Posts-per-user: 2.16 1.71
Table 1: Average characteristics of the data
It is worth noting that the total number of posters to the Register may be higher190
than the 41 reported here. This is because posters to this website have the option to
post anonymously under the generic username ‘Anonymous Coward’. A total of 14
posts were made under the name Anonymous Coward. As such, the maximum number
of posters which this comment thread could contain is 54.
Comments published on either site may be voted ‘up’ or ‘down’, affecting their195
placement on the final published webpage. For this study, comments have been anal-
ysed in the order in which they have been voted up-or-down on the relevant webpage,
rather than in the order they were submitted.
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Data was analysed from a discursive psychological perspective (Lamerichs & Te Molder,
2003; Potter, 2012).200
3. Analysis
Posters to online fora do not necessarily treat ‘trolls’ as being anonymous . Rather,
trolls are often presented as being easily identifiable. They are ‘known individuals’,
recognised by other members of the online community.
Posters interact with each other either by username, by replying directly to each205
others comments, or by quoting previous posts. Table 02, below shows how often
posters in the current dataset make novel posts, and how often they are responding to a
post made by another community member.
Activity The Independent The Register
n Novel posts 038 024
n Replies (without quoting) 086 030
n Replies (quoting previous post) 004 016
Table 2: Breakdown of posts made to each comment thread
For each newspaper, the majority of posts are replies. This number reaches almost
three quarters of posts being replies for the Independent. This implies that the majority210
of posts are of an interactional nature – posters responding to those above them. This
in turn implies that there is mutual influence between posters.
It is worth noting that the Register has four times the number of replies with quotes
when compared with the Independent, despite (at the time of data collection) having
half the number of posts. This is likely due to individuals posting under the moniker215
‘Anonymous Coward’. Quoting with reply serves to indicate which Anonymous Cow-
ard posters are responding to. This in turn serves to individuate posters, to facilitate
direct interaction with otherwise anonymous individuals, and to connect posts with
sentiments expressed.
Quoting previous posts may be achieved in one of two ways. It may be done220
through the newspapers ‘reply’ function, whereby the site automatically attaches the
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content of the previous message to the message currently being written. Alternatively,
posters may manually cut-and-paste previous posts into their own to indicate the con-
tent they are replying to.
The analysis presented below is divided into four sections. These four sections225
demonstrate the inter-connectedness of users online experiences. Taken together, these
patterns of online interaction are considered indicative of the existence of online com-
munities.
3.1. Trolls are individuated
Imagined communities do not require their members to be known to each other.230
Rather, part of the conceit of imagined communities is precisely that not all of their
members can be known to each other. Hence the community must be imagined, rather
than actual. Nevertheless, members of the community should be able to recognise who
is a member of the ingroup, and whom is not.
This first extract demonstrates that posters are able to recognise their online con-235
specifics, and that this recognition forms the basis of participants group memberships.
Extract 01 comes from the Independent, a British broadsheet newspaper.
3.1.1. Extract 01 Arfur Sixpence, The Independent
1. In the good ol’ days when the comments on this site were entered via the Disqus
2. system, there was a wonderfully embittered and sullen little troll calling itself240
3. ‘olympic’. No capital ‘o’ such was the troll’s humility. Myself and many others
4. took great pleasure in baiting the troll to see if it would dance and, oh, how it
5. danced!
The above extract displays a number of features which indicate the poster may con-
sider themselves to be part of a larger online community. The first of these indications245
comes at line 01, where Arfur refers back to ‘the good old days’. This reference to
a past history of the comment thread implies that there is a form of ‘history’ to the
site, rather than it living in a perpetual present (thus satisfying one of the conditions re-
quired for a sense of community – McMillan & Chavis, 1986). Arfur also here invokes
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a sense of nostalgia, thus associating these ‘good old days’ with something positive250
and desirable.
These lines also serve to imply, at least in the case of Arfur himself, that there is
a continuity of membership – something which is important for establishing a ‘virtual
settlement’ (Jones, 1997; Gruzd et al., 2011).
At line 02, Arfur mobilises a little dry humour in the form of irony. Irony is a form255
of humour in which the speaker expresses a given sentiment, with the intention that
the receiver will understand the opposite of that sentiment to be true (Clark & Gerrig,
1984; Reyes et al., 2012). Arfur describes an individual he claims to be a troll being
‘wonderfully embittered’ (line 02) and ‘humble’ (line 03). Common understandings of
the characteristics and attitudes of trolls contain neither humility, nor the notion that260
their embitterment should be wonderful. Rather, trolls are perceived to be a nuisance
online, intent on disrupting communications (Bishop, 2012; Binns, 2012). The man-
ner in which Arfur characterises the troll then is incongruous with the general, public
understanding of the nature of trolls.
Between lines 03-05, Arfur describes the collective response of the comment thread265
to the presence of this troll. What is important here is that Arfur presents the action
taken against the troll not as a single action undertaken by himself, but as a collective
action taken by many of those who post to the comment thread (‘myself and many oth-
ers’ – line 03). Thus, taking action against the troll here represents a form of collective
action – a common struggle against a common enemy – a characteristic of imagined270
communities (Anderson, 2004).
Also worthy of note is Arfur’s treatment of the troll in this account. The troll
is not treated as an anonymous, faceless and unknown individual. Rather, the troll
is personified and individualised. It is referred to by name (Olympic – line 03) and
assigned personality traits and characteristics (sullenness, humility). The troll is neither275
anonymous, nor deindividuated. In relaying this account here, Arfur is ensuring that
the troll is anthropomorphised, and added to the history of the website, becoming part
of the shared history and tradition of this online community.
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3.2. Mutual influence
Extract one demonstrated that posters to online newspaper threads can display a280
number of actions which suggest that they perceive themselves to be a part of an en-
during online community. Arfur Sixpence has used irony, shared history and a sense
of collective action to suggest that online communities can form even on newspaper
comment threads. However, there are more markers present in these comment threads
which demonstrate that posters are building imagined communities in this most un-285
likely of places. As is demonstrated below, posters across both newspapers demonstrate
the ability to exert mutual influence over each other.
Extract 02 is once again drawn from the Independent.
3.2.1. Extract 02: Fr, The Independent
1. The trolling on DT political threads is as nothing when compared to the290
2. viciousness seen on rugby union and cricket topics. The net is open to the entire
3. population of the world, and there are plenty of nasty people out there.
The poster in the above extract, Fr, explicitly orientates to other, salient (i.e. online)
outgroups at lines 01-02. One group is mentioned (‘DT’ – another online newspaper),
subdivided into three sections (political, rugby and cricket topics). In casually men-295
tioning the rate and severity of trolling which occurs here, Fr may be understood to
imply that trolling is an easily identifiable activity. Fr may also be taken to be implying
that there is a hierarchy of severity of trolling, and that other online spaces suffer under
a more severe form of trolling than does the Independent. This formulation serves to
provide a number of outgroups and rhetorical others against which the Independent can300
favourably compare themselves.
FR broadens the scope of his comparison between lines 02-03. The population
which online communities are able to draw from comprise the ‘whole world’. Despite
this, the population of the world does not all chose to frequent the same online spaces.
Rather, they congregate in certain locations which allow individuals of a shared, com-305
mon interest to interact with other individuals (the Independent or the DT). This may
be seen as connecting with the definition of imagined communities as having arbitrary
connections, as well as borders (Anderson, 2004).
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Fr may be seen to seek to normalise trolling, to a degree through his assertion
that the global population from which online fora draw their populations from has310
more than it’s share of unpleasant individuals. The implication is that trolling is not a
uniquely online problem. This will be discussed in more detail below.
The next extract is drawn from a British technology-focused tabloid newspaper.
The extract presents three users interacting with each other directly, in order to col-
laboratively construct a specific point about the nature of trolling. In doing this, the315
posters also subtly alter the nature of trolling as it is posited by the first poster. As
the extract represents three consecutive turns of ‘talk’, it has been split here into thee
subsections.
3.2.2. Extract 03a: Anonymous Coward, the Register
1. Sad but true....320
2. And as often as not they pretend to be Apple fanboys.
3. That way they take the piss out of everyone, fanboys included.
3.2.3. Extract 03b: Paddy, the Register
4. Re: Sad but true.... Mac havialism
5. So it seems I was not the only one to at first read the last of the bad traits as325
6. Mac-havialism.
7. From: ”... narcissism, and Machiavellianism”
3.2.4. Extract 03c: Keep Refrigerated, the Register
8. Re: Sad but true....
9. Yep... reading through that article I immediately thought of iTards/fanbois.330
Taken together, the all parts of extract 03 demonstrate the nature of the imagined
community which has formed on this newspaper comment thread. Here, posters are
engaging in discussion with each other and singling out each others comments before
response. The first lines of extracts 03b and 03c (lines 04 and 08) both begin with an
automatic reiteration of the first line of extract 03a, indicating that these posts are direct335
responses to this post. As such, these posts can be understood as true ‘conversational
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turns’. These reiterations are necessary, as the poster who initiates this interaction does
not provide a username. Instead, he takes the newspapers generic moniker ‘Anonymous
Coward’.
Extract 03a begins with an assessment of the nature of trolls, according to Anony-340
mous Coward. Like the cuckoo, trolls masquerade as something they are not in order to
infiltrate a given online community. Here, admirers of the technology company ‘Apple’
are cited as an example. The customer base for Apple is notoriously enthusiastic for
the company’s products (Roberts, 2005). This is something capitalised upon by trolls
and reflected in Anonymous Cowards assertion that trolls masquerade as ‘fanboys’ –345
a mildly derogatory term used to emphasis (and problemitise) the level of enthusiasm
displayed for a given consumable. Having successfully passed as ‘fanboys’, trolls then
proceed to aggravate everyone, including the group they are pretending to be members
of (line 02).
Something interesting happens between extracts 03b and 03c however. Over several350
steps, ‘fanboys’ are gradually transformed into ‘fanbois’ – a more pejorative term.
This transformation begins at lines 04 and 06 with a pun (Martin, 2010) transforming
the personality trait of ‘Machiavellianism’ to ‘Mac-havialism’. The pun here is based
around ‘having an (Apple) Mac (computer)’, with the implication being that this brings
the individual a sense of (misplaced) superiority. The pun is reiterated once again at355
the end of the quote (line 07). This serves to underscore derogatory aspects of label,
by assuring its association with the negative personality trait of Machiavellianism.
The escalation of the insult is completed in extract 03c. At line 09, ‘fanboys’ be-
come ‘iTards/fanbois’. The variant spelling of ‘fanbois’ here denotes a negative evalu-
ative judgement passed on to this group. This negative evaluation is reinforced by the360
concurrently applied label ‘iTards’. The term ‘iTards’ contains a double-insult. Firstly,
it is a play on the (outdated, pejorative) term ‘retards’, intended to imply that the Ap-
ple customer base is somewhat abnormal in its enthusiasm. Secondly, the typesetting
of this insult follows that of the company itself, with a lower case ‘i’ preceding the
capitalised second letter of the word (in a manner akin to iPod’s and iPhone’s).365
The level of interaction between posters described in this extract meets Jones (1997)
criteria for a virtual settlement, showing as it does more than two participants not
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only interacting on a thread, but working together to collaboratively construct meaning
within their interaction (Condor, 2006). Users are able to influence each others under-
standings of the business at hand (McMillan & Chavis, 1986) , shaping and transform-370
ing the subject of the conversation. This is evident in the movement from the terms
‘fanboy’, to ‘Mac havialism’, ‘iTard’ and finally ‘fanboi’.
At this point in the comment thread, posters are engaging in a locally situated dis-
cussion, constructing the meaning of the outgroup category ‘Apple customer’. This
construction shares many of the properties associated with the public construction of375
prejudice (Condor, 2006). Collaboration between speakers can be seen through the mu-
tual influence posters exert upon each other, as they escalate their insults from ‘fanboy’
through to ‘iTard’.
Anonymous Coward’s initial point, that genuine fans of Apple suffer suffer too as
they are not differentiated from trolls is seemingly not understood by the second poster,380
Paddy. Paddy seems instead to assume that the dark triad applies to Apple customers,
rather than trolls masquerading as Apple customers.
The third poster, Keep Refrigerates escalates, rather than corrects this misunder-
standing. Ironically, this may actually serve to underscore Anonymous Cowards asser-
tion that Apple fans too suffer from this form of trolling, as they now share the negative385
traits displayed by the trolls as part of their craft.
Amongst the functions of public displays of prejudice is the marking of ones social
identity, and the display of solidarity within the ingroup (Condor, 2006). Prejudice
here is displayed against the outgroup (Apple) to solidify the ingroup.
This prejudice is displayed through the use of derogatory humour, reinforcing the390
distinction between the ingroup (readers of The Register) and the outgroup (Apple
customers). Outgroup derogation promotes the positive social value of the ingroup
(Cadinu & Reggiori, 2002), and is more likely when the outgroup is also from a relevant
category (Branscombe & Wann, 1994). As the Register is a technology based tabloid,
Apple consumers (‘iTards’) are a relevant outgroup against whom posters can compare395
(tacitly and favourably).
Finally for this extract, the use of the quotations (lines 04, 08) are necessary as
initial poster does so anonymously. Quoting Anonymous Coward directly however
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allows other thread members to identify which Anonymous Coward is being interacted
with here, thus rescinds the users anonymity to a degree.400
Extract 04, below, comes from the broadsheet newspaper Independent. In this ex-
tract, Opusfra is insinuating that another poster on the thread may be a troll. This is
enacted cautiously, in order to allow plausible denial. The extract follows on directly
from a comment made by Newsbot9.
3.2.5. Extract 04: Opusfra, the Independent405
1. Newsbot9 I have seen your Disqus history and it is extremely unpleasant.
2. Does the article above not touch any of your nerve-endings?
Extract 04 once again shows a poster specifically interacting with another conversa-
tional partner (irrespective of the fact that this partner does not directly respond). Opus-
fra refers to their intended conversational partner by their user name – Newsbot9. Once410
again, this reference to a specific individual shows that they are not completely anony-
mous despite the fact that they do not post under their real name. As with Anonymous
Coward in extract 03a, Newsbot9 is treated as an individual with their own personal
accountability.
Extract 04 carries the implication of a shared community history being available415
through the ‘Disqus’ comment-hosting platform. This is important for the establish-
ment of an imagined community, as it implies that not only does the online space
endure over time, but so does membership of this online space, as Opusfra is able to
review this shared history (Jones, 1997; McMillan & Chavis, 1986; Gruzd et al., 2011).
Both Opusfra and Newsbot9 are aware of a shared history on the Independent’s420
comment section, and are able to draw upon this shared history to develop common
understandings. This shows an additional use of the shared history, when compared
with extract 01. Whereas Arfur Sixpence was himself simply reminiscing about ‘the
good old days’, Opusfra here mobilises the concept of a historical record, open to
scrutiny so that others may also witness the history of the community.425
In his evaluation of Newsbot9, Opusfra mobilises an Extreme Case Formulation
(ECF) (Pomerantz, 1986). Typically, ECF’s are used to legitimise a claim made by a
speaker. Here, Opusfra claims that Newsbot9’s comment history is as being ‘extremely
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unpleasant’ (line 01). At line 02, this is used to insinuate that Newsbot9 themselves
may be a troll.430
What is interesting about this accusation of trolling is that it is presented very softly,
in a manner which allows both posters plausible denial. Rather than mobilising a direct
accusation, Opusfra instead provides an invitation for self-admission (one which is not
taken up by Newsbot9).
Extracts 03 and 04 in particular serve to highlight the nature of interactions be-435
tween posters in these imagined communities. Despite users real names not being
known, posters are still singled out individually, and treated accordingly. In extract
03, posters use the ability to quote each other in order to differentiate this Anonymous
Coward from any other Anonymous Coward who may be using the forum, with Keep
Refrigerated in extract 03c quoting the subject line from extract 03a, even though he is440
replying to extract 03b. Opusfra, extract 04, has an easier time in singling out another
poster as this poster (Newsbot9) has a unique username.
3.3. Humour
Humour is used to tie the communities together, through (for example) the creation
and reinforcement of a shared emotional connection McMillan & Chavis (1986). The445
use of humour is rife in online spaces (see the use of irony in extract 01, and puns in
extract 03). Humour may also derive from the presence of incongruity and unexpected
outcomes – that which follows does not match that which precedes (Weaver, 2010).
This form of humour is also present in the newspaper comment threads discussed here.
Humour need not derive from overt jokes. It may also derive from ‘comicality’450
(Kotthoff, 1996). Comicality is humour derived from a context, situation, misunder-
standing or other atypical set up. It is not necessarily dependent upon overt joke telling,
and thus is not dependent upon their being a punchline for the payoff. This can be seen
in extract 03, above, in the derogatory labels given to Apple fans – ‘iTard’. This is a
particularly good example as it follows Apple’s capitalisation convention for the nam-455
ing of its products with a lower case ‘i’ followed by an upper case letter. Unlike the
pun on ‘mac-havialism’. iTards does not rely on any overt features of traditional joke
telling.
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The following two extracts further demonstrate the use of humour in online news-
paper threads, along with the manner in which posters tie this humour in with the460
history and sense of community of these online newspapers.
3.3.1. Extract 05: jandy sonviabison, the Independent
1. I don’t remember you from the disqus days. We used to get our jocular racism
2. from a better class of poster back then.
Extract 05 displays a humorous acceptance of the presence of trolls in online spaces.465
As with extracts 01 and 04, it also includes an orientation to the common history of the
newspaper comment thread. Indeed, as extract 05 is a reply to extract 01 (though sepa-
rated from Arfur Sixpence by two other responses) it reinforces that posters to newspa-
per comment threads follow a common history. It also demonstrates that posters with
a common history are capable of interacting with each other, reinforcing this common470
history between them.
A footing shift (Goffman, 1979) occurs immediately at line 01, as jandy sonviabi-
son moves from stating that ‘I’ don’t remember Arfur Sixpence to ‘we’ had a better
class of racism. This shift from the singular to the collective serves to include both
jandy sonviabison and Arfur Sixpence in his reminiscences. More pertinently, this475
shift also serves to distance jandy sonviabison from the accusation he makes of racism.
It becomes a generic feature of the forum, rather than of this poster.
The manner in which jandy sonviabison describes this racism contains humour.
There is an ironic incongruence between the terms ‘jocular’ and ‘racism’ at line 01
(Attardo, 2000). This jocular racism is a reference to the theme of disparagement of480
Canadians which reoccurs throughout this newspaper comment thread, as a feature of
the nationality of the researchers (Buckels et al., 2014).
The use of the phrase ‘jocular racism’ juxtaposes the notion lighthearted joke-
telling with the more serious notion of prejudice. Such mismatched juxtapositions are
commonly regarded as humorous (Kotthoff, 1996). It is ambiguous however whether485
this should be understood to be mitigating the racism (using the softener ‘jocular’) or
to be diminishing the humour (using the escalator ‘racism’)? Wherever the intentions
of jandy sonviabison, the consequence here is that the racism is positioned as being
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humorous rather than threatening. In turn, the trolling this racism represents is dimin-
ished.490
Jandy sonviabison also makes reference to ‘a better class of poster’ (line 02). This
serves to distance the notion of any posters necessarily being trolls, while also defend-
ing the ‘jocular racism’ from being interpreted as a form of trolling.
Extract 06 is seventh in a sequence of posts and replies. The first two lines flag
this posts status as a response, repeating the title of the initial post to which Swarthy495
is responding (line 01), and a line from the comment posted immediately prior to this
post (line 02).
3.3.2. Extract 06: Swarthy, the Register
1. Re: So, uhm...
2. On a more serious note - this research is from the department of bleeding obvious500
3. Indeed. It has long been known that Trolls are the sadist people on t’Net. Even
4. sadder than the OS/2 developer community.
5. But trolling makes them into the happiest of sadists.
The quoted line (line 02) once again presents some irony, both in the original post
it is taken from and in the post by Swarthy, presented here. The literal meaning of505
line 02 is to signal the end of humorous turns of conversation, and a return to serious
business. However, the quoted poster does not adopt a serious turn of phrase following
this statement, instead intimating that the article published by Buckels et al. (2014) is
‘bleeding obvious’. Having quoted this, Swarthy himself goes on to tell a joke between
lines 3-5.510
Swarthy’s comicality here is based upon deliberate misunderstanding. A wordplay
is engaged in with the notions of being ‘sad’ (here meaning pathetic or unfashionable)
and ‘sadistic’ (inflicting suffering on others) between lines 03-04. Swarthy frames their
post as an agreement with prior discussions (‘agreed’). The joke comes when ‘sadist’
is elaborated upon – even sadder than the OS/2 developer community.515
This may be a particularly apt joke, as trolls do enjoy inflicting pain on others and
indeed have been found to be sadists (Bishop, 2013b; Buckels et al., 2014). Trolls
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explicit aim is to aggravate other internet users in order to disrupt online communica-
tions (Binns, 2012; Shachaf & Hara, 2010). Such an activity could also be seen as an
unfashionable waste of time. More pertinent however is that the butt of this joke is520
once again Apple customers, as OS/2 is an Apple computer operating system. Taken
in conjunction with extract 03, this reinforces Apple customers as a relevant outgroup
for this technology-focused tabloid newspaper.
Swarthy finished the joke at line 05 with another incongruous juxtaposition. Having
conflated sadness with sadism, Swarthy posits that internet trolls are the happiest of525
sadists, mobilising the incompatible mental states of happiness and sadness.
The joke then makes fun of a common, established outgroup. In doing so, it helps
solidify the more positive identity of the ingroup through the interaction on the thread,
and through a mutual, reoccurring dislike of the outgroup.
3.4. Online-oﬄine530
Posters to these newspaper comment threads make a distinction between online
and oﬄine behaviours. In doing so, they delineate and reinforce the border for their
imagined community. It is not simply that there are different online spaces. One can,
if one wishes, leave the internet entirely and with that cease to be a member of these
social worlds. This was suggested in extract 02, and the analysis which follows further535
reinforces this point.
3.4.1. Extract 07: Simonsays, The Independent
1. Everyone is a troll. The odd ones out are those who can’t handle anonymous
2. namecalling. Instead of crying about it, log off and get on with your life.
Extract 07 begins with a normalisation of trolling. Simonsays boldly asserts that540
‘everyone is a troll’ at line 01. This may be compared with extract 02, taken from
the same source, where Fr simply stated that there are a lot of ‘nasty people out there’.
From here, Simonsays states that what is unusual is not trolling, but rather being unable
to cope with being trolled (lines 01-02). Trolling is also here reasserted as an anony-
mous activity, though as has been shown above, anonymity does not necessarily lead545
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to deindividuation, as individual posters are still orientated to by their user name, and
imbued with personality traits and characteristics.
Interestingly, at line 02, the activity which trolls engage in is downgraded from
‘trolling’ to the much less contentious ‘name calling’. This less serious activity may be
invoked here in order to help Simonsays justify his claim that ‘everyone is a troll’, as550
a less serious and more broadly defined behaviour would have more inclusive bound-
aries.
Line 02 finishes with Simonsays proffering a solution – logging off and getting
on with life, rather than crying about the trolling. Reducing the effects of trolling to
simply ‘crying about it’ serves to trivialise the phenomenon, at the same time further555
downplaying the seriousness of the activity in a manner not consummate with current
public understandings of the effects of trolling.
The solution posited is also simple. In logging off the internet, one will then be
freed from the name calling, and will be able to get on with life. This may be contrasted
with extract 02, where Fr implied that the undesirable elements of the internet were560
gathered from the world in general, and that as such were simply to be expected.
The final extract demonstrates one posters perception of the Internets ability to
accentuate negative characteristics, leading to troll-like behaviours. The first two lines
of the extract are taken from previous posters, signalling that this extract is a reply.
This serves to frame the extract as a reply to previous posters, and thus as part of an565
ongoing interaction between posters. Interestingly, line 02 appears to have been edited
or inserted by the poster, Fajensen.
3.4.2. Extract 08: Fajensen. The Register
1. Re: To summarise ....
2. >>”the higher their scores for each Dark Tetrad trait except narcissism.”570
3. Ah, but are such people simply more prone to post online a lot, or does spending
4. a lot of time engaging in discussions online increase those traits.
5. I think the latter. I believe I’ve become more vicious and Machiavellian from
6. spending a lot of time online last year. Hopefully reversible now I’m on the
7. Internet less again.575
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The quote at line 02 serves to contextualise Fajensen’s post here. Fajensen is re-
sponding to the notion of the Dark Tetrad, and it’s influence in encouraging individuals
to post trollish material online. At line 03, Fajensen seeks to question the nature of
cause-and-effect posited by the dark tetrad.
At line 05, Fajensen speculates that it is in fact the internet which causes negative580
personality traits, thus leading to trolling rather than negative personality traits caus-
ing trolling on the internet. This is accompanied by a shift in the tone of Fajensen’s
post. He no longer speaks in general terms, but rather adopts the personal pronoun,
to indicate his own personal experience as the source of his claim. This experience is
posited as a belief, rather than as something with the status of fact (in contrast with the585
position reported in the article by Buckels et al. 2014). In constructing this position as
a belief, Fajensen closes it to rigorous scrutiny. It does not have to hold the credibility
of a scientific position and while it can still be debated, it is not necessary to test the
evidence.
It is Fajensen’s stated belief that he has become more vicious and Machiavellian590
simply through his use of the internet. It is also his stated expectation that spending
time oﬄine will help to ‘restore’ his personality.
From this extract, we can see that it is not necessarily anonymity, but rather the in-
ternet per se which is cited as the cause of undesirable personality traits. Furthermore,
this negativity can be cultivated through interaction online, and dissipated through re-595
duction of online activity.
4. Discussion
Past research into online trolling has tended to focus on definitions, and on poten-
tial ways to reduce or control trolling. Typically, research has drawn upon forum users
own perspectives when asked, as well as the perspectives of self-confessed trolls. The600
present paper is novel in that it draws its understanding of online behaviours from data
collected in situ. Data has been harvested from websites not explicitly for research
purposes, but rather based upon users own, naturally occurring interactions. This pa-
per has sought not only to consider who is connected with whom, but also how this
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communication occurs, and how meanings are constructed between speakers, and how605
communities arise in situ, in comment threads, through interactions between posters.
A discursive analysis of individuals who post to online newspaper comment threads
has revealed complex patterns of interactions from users in each online newspaper
looked at. Although it is not their avowed intention, online newspaper comment threads
have been shown to provide fertile enough ground for the development of imagined610
communities. The conditions necessary for these communities to arise seem not to
include a requirement for reciprocity in allowing users to follow and be followed, to
friend or like each other. Rather, all that seems to be required is a means for users to
interact with each other – to post and comment upon each others posts. Using this,
posters are able to meet the criteria for imagined communities (Anderson, 2004), for615
virtual settlements (Jones, 1997), and the criteria for an SoC (McMillan & Chavis,
1986).
Individuals are able to orientate to such features as their continuity of membership
(the same posters visiting and commenting on the site over time), and their shared
history on the site (extracts 01; 04; 05).620
In being able to interact with each other, individuals also display the ability to
influence each other (extract 03). Posters to these newspaper threads communicate col-
laboratively, exerting influence over each other in order to make specific points about
their own and other online groups (extracts 02; 03; 06).
Online newspaper comment threads may be considered one of the least likely places625
for imagined communities to form. From the outside, it would seem such online spaces
lack any of the necessary elements for interaction. They lack even the asymmetric
network building capabilities of microblogging platforms such as Twitter. The only
individuals who are able to create original content for the sites are the journalists work-
ing for the newspaper. Other users can simply comment upon this content. There are630
no formal mechanisms for following, befriending or even acknowledging other users
of the online space. Indeed, there is no formal mechanism for even interacting with
other users of the online space. Individuals can post messages to the comments section
below published articles, but they can only do so at the sufferance of the host news-
paper. If their host decided the comments have outstayed their welcome, they may be635
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moderated, removed or on some articles, comments may not be allowed in the first
place.
There is no way to establish a users ‘profile’ – to give biographical information
on a given poster, such that other readers may know a little more about the individual,
their interests, hobbies beliefs and opinions. Beyond their user name, posters are essen-640
tially anonymous. Yet despite not necessarily having to use their real names for their
usernames, posters still orientate to each other as individuals, with motivations and per-
sonalities (extracts 01; 04). Posters also delineate borders, establishing the existence
of ingroups and outgroups (extracts 02; 03; 06).
Despite the limitations of newspaper comment threads, posters still manage to forge645
imagined communities in these online spaces.
Posters do not treat each other as anonymous individuals. Even when all site users
are posting under the username ‘Anonymous Coward’, posters interact with, and dif-
ferentiate, each other through replying to each other and quoting liberally (table 02).
Posters to online newspaper comment threads then may be understood as being650
only pseudo-anonymous. Their real names may be unknown, unless the user chose
their real name as their pseudonym. However, posters treat each username as belonging
to a discrete individual with their own characteristics and traits.
Trolling has been associated with suicidal ideation and self-harm in off-line life
(Bauman et al., 2013; Hinduja & Patchin, 2010). Cyberbullying is increasingly a fea-655
ture of social concern for the damage it can inflict. However, posters here have been
shown to draw a distinction between online and oﬄine activities, though this distinction
seems the most problematic aspect of posters constructions.
Posters use of the distinction between online and oﬄine behaviour seems incon-
sistent. Posters connect antisocial online activities with oﬄine behaviours, suggesting660
that such behaviour is reflective of the viciousness of wide range of the ‘nasty people’
who exist in the world (extract 02). Yet these online activities are also presented as be-
ing less consequential than activities which occur oﬄine. A suggested solution to those
who are concerned at the trolling they receive online is to simply log off the internet
(extract 07). Contradicting both of these extracts, it is also suggested that time spent on665
the internet aggravates a persons anti-social tendencies though time spent oﬄine can
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reverse these ill effects (extract 08).
5. Conclusion
The above analysis has show that, contrary to popular opinion, online interactions
are not conducted in a truly anonymous fashion, and as such are unlikely to lead to670
deindividuation. This is the case even when there is no requirement for posters to use
their real names online, as opposed to using pseudonyms, posters still orientate to each
other as being individuals with unique personalities. This orientation allows imagined
communities to arise naturally even on newspaper comment threads.
Mikal et al. (2015) reports that deindividuation is positively associated with group675
identification. The more deindivdiuated a person is, the more they identify with a given
group. However, this data was collected from self-report surveys, rather than from an
investigation of the actual behaviours exhibited by group members. The analysis users
online interactions presented here suggests that the conditions in online spaces such
as newspaper comment threads are not necessarily conducive for deindividuation to680
occur, as posters do not treat each other as if they are anonymous.
These imagined communities form around posters understanding of the presence
of common ingroups and outgroups, and around shared notions of mutual influence
and the common history of the online space. This has been demonstrated through the
discursive analysis of posters interactions with each other.685
The above analysis has demonstrated that through their interactions, posters do
indeed seek to self-regulate their online communities. However, contrary to the sug-
gestions by Binns (2012); Lampe et al. (2014), this behaviour may not serve to provide
a social norm of acceptable behaviour. Extract 01 demonstrates that posters claim to
engage in trolling the trolls, which may act to establish a norm of anti-social behaviour690
on the comment thread. Extract 04 also serves to highlight the difficulty in identifying
whom trolls are in online contexts.
Nevertheless, online spaces have been shown to display a high sense of camaraderie
and connectedness between users. Despite the difficulty exhibited in extract 04, posters
orientate to trolls as being a social glue which holds online communities together by695
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giving posters something to rally around (see extract 01; 02; 04; 06; 07). These imag-
ined communities show online members do not treat each other as being anonymous –
even when posters real names and identities are unknown. As such, anonymity cannot
be a causative factor of trolling behaviours.
The present paper advances the field of online communications by showing that700
even on online sites which lack the infrastructure to support the development of online
communities, online communities form. The implication then is that online commu-
nities are important and desired and a more sustaining infrastructure should be put in
place in online spaces such as newspaper websites. Creating such infrastructures may
be instrumental in creating social norms of politeness. This might provide a more705
effective means of managing antisocial behaviour online. Extract 03 shows how a rel-
atively straightforward misunderstanding can in fact lead to a fruitful communicative
collaboration between posters. Extrapolating from this experience, if posters accept
the discursive contributions of trolls on face value as genuine attempts to communicate
an idea and respond in kind, then trolls attempts to draw users into fruitless debate710
will have resulted in meaningful debate instead. Trolls may thus find their purpose
frustrated and thus cease their anti-social activities.
Many thanks are due to Dr. Genovefa Kefalidou of the Human Factors Research
Group, the University of Nottingham for her invaluable comments during the drafting
of this paper.715
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